Photo-induced insulator-metal transition probed by Raman spectroscopy.
Strongly correlated electron systems give an opportunity to manipulate charge, orbital, magnetic and structural phases of matter. Here we show that the insulating phase where charges are localized can be delocalized through photo-excitation which, in turn changes the structure locally, inducing an orthorhombic to rhombohedral phase transition. The I-M transition was witnessed for La(1-x)Sr(x)MnO(3) compounds in Raman spectra and photo-induced conduction simultaneously. A simple continuous argon ion laser source was used for optical excitation. The photon energy was 2.53 eV and the power can be chosen anywhere between 5 and 45 mW. Our studies clearly bring out the role of local disorder in the form of Jahn-Teller distortion in the localization of electrons.